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Abstract:
The discrimination problem for two probability distributions can be briefly described as follows: an
individual is observed at random from a collection known to consist of elements from two distinct
populations, and this individual is to be classified as to its parent population.

A discrimination model is constructed which requires control of the probability of misclassification
under each distribution. In order to do this, a point must be included in the decision space which allows
for reserving judgment, i.e. making no classification. The power for discrimination is defined as the
overall probability that a decision is made.

If the level is chosen by the investigator, then the discrimination problem is the search for a
discrimination procedure, if it exists, which is most powerful for discrimination at the chosen level.

When both distributions are completely known, a solution under quite general hypotheses is found.

A nonparametric discrimination model is given and a method for constructing procedures
approximately of the required size is outlined. The theory of coverages is used in this construction. A
consistency for sequences of discrimination procedures is defined. Under restricted models, sequences
of discrimination procedures based on the theory of coverages are found which are consistent with an
optimal procedure. When consistency does not seem possible, procedures which have some appeal are
suggested. 
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ABSTRACT'
The discrimination problem for two probability distributions can be 

briefly described as follows: an individual is observed at random from
a collection known to consist of elements from two distinct populations, 
and this individual is to be classified as to its parent population.

A discrimination model is constructed which requires control of.the 
probability of misclassification under each distribution. In order to do 
this, a point must be included in the decision space which allows for re
serving judgment, i.e. making no classification. The power for discri-. 
mination is defined as the overall probability that a decision is made.
If the level is chosen by the investigator, then the discrimination prob
lem is the search for a discrimination procedure, if it exists, which is 
most powerful for discrimination at the chosen level.

When both"distributions are completely known, a solution under quite 
general hypotheses is found.

A nonparametric discrimination model is given and a. method for con
structing procedures approximately of the required size is outlined. The 
theory of coverages is used in this construction. A consistency for se
quences of discrimination procedures is defined. Under restricted models, 
sequences of discrimination procedures based on the theory of coverages 
are found which are consistent with an optimal procedure. When consis
tency does not seem possible, procedures which have some appeal are 
suggested.



CHAPTER I
.INTRODUCTION

The discrimination problem for two distributions can be briefly- 
described as follows: an individual is observed at random from a col
lection known to consist of elements from two distinct populations 0? 
and ®  5 and this individual is to be classified as to its parent
population.________________=______________

If the populations are distinct and there is an unambiguous means 
of defining the elements of the two populations, there might not appear 
to be an actual problem. However, here are1' some examples from three 
classes of problems, as suggested by M. G. Kendall (1965), which lend 
themselves to discrimination analysis:

(a) Lost information. Archaelogical and skeletal remains may be all
. an anthropologist has by which to classify members of two different 
races, whereas the problem would have been easy had they been en
countered as living men,

(b) Diagnosis„ The presence of certain suspected diseases could 

certainly be determined by surgery or postmortem. But it is 
preferable to.diagnose the presence of the disease from exter
nal symptoms rather than to be driven to such extreme methods 
of diagnosis; and, in general, methods are not available to 
determine this presence in an unambiguous manner,

(c) Prediction. It may be possible to differentiate between two 
1 conditions when they occur, but it would be preferable to

predict their occurrence in- time to take necessary steps,

Prediction of economic situations would be. an example. Another
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example from this class would.be the removal of defective items} 
such as light bulbs, which could be definitely differentiated 
from nondefective items only by destroying the individual«
In order to make the classification of the individual, measurements 

are made on the individual and compared with the corresponding measure
ments taken on the elements of ^  and ̂  . A random variable X is. 
defined on the k-dimensional Euclidean space, R^, by the measurements 
made on the elements of and a random variable Y is defined by the 
corresponding measurements made on the elements o f . It is assumed 
the random variables X and Y are distributed over R^ according to 
distinct absolutely continuous probability distributions and Pg, 
respectively.

The k-dimensional measurements are taken on the observed individual,
which then becomes an observation z of either the random variable X or

i
the random variable Y«. On the basis of the observation z a decision 
is to be made concerning the parent probability distribution of this 
observation.

A discrimination procedure ^  is a function on the space of the
; kobservation z, namely R %  into the decision space. Use of a discrimi-
!nation procedure A can lead to two types of error, i.e. two types of 

misclassificatiop of Z0 The first type of error occurs if P^ is the 

true distribution of z and it is classified as a P^ random variable, 
and the second type of error occurs if Pg is the true distribution of 

z and it is classified as a P^ random variable.
In the classical discrimination model it is required that z be
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classified either as a random variable or as a Pg random variable.
Thus the decision space contains exactly two elements« The solution 
of the problem under this model is a discrimination procedure5 if it 
exists, which simultaneously minimises the probabilities of the two 
types of error or which is a minimax solution if different "costs" 
are assigned to the two types of misclassification^

The discrimination problem can be reduced to subproblems; and one 
basis for reduction, due to Fix and Hodges (1931), is how much is . 
known about the probability distributions; for example, consider the 
following subproblems:

(i) Both distributions are known completely.
(ii) P^ and Pg are known except for the values of one or more 

parameters„
(iii) Eothihg is assumed about P^ and P^ except the existence of

probability density functions, which follows from the absolute 
continuity of the distributions e 

For the classical discrimination model, subproblem (i) has been 
completely solved by Welch (1939)o The best known example of a solution 
to subproblem (i) is the linear discriminant function based on the work 
of R. A. Fisher (1936)« There, it is assumed thatiP and Pg are k-variate 
normal distributions having identical dispersion matrices and distinct 
mean vectors.

Most attempts to solve subproblem (ii) have been made by estimating 
the unknown parameters and then proceeding as if the distributions 

were completely known. To the best knowledge of the author, the first
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attempt to solve Ssubproblem (iii) was made by Fix and Hodges (1951) 

and involved density function estimation at the value s,
i

Howeverjl suppose it is desired to control the level of the proba-
i ■bility of misclassification under each distribution and a solution to 

the discrimination problem is sought among those discrimination pro
cedures which give this control, ■ In order to do this, it becomes 
necessary to allow a third decision, the decision to reserve judgment, 
i*e, not to classify. From the class of all discrimination procedures 
with the probability of misclassification under each distribution 
controlled at fixed levels an attempt will be made to find a procedure 
which maximizes, the overall probability that z is classified.

Little work has been done on discrimination models which allow 
the investigator to reserve judgment, M. G. Kendall (1965) suggests 
the possibilities of (l) convex hulls based on samples from the two 
distributions if the distributions are to some extent unknown and

(2) the use of order statistics to consider one component at a time 
for k-variate random variables, Similar notions could be applied to 
subproblem (i).

In this paper a discrimination model is introduced in which fixed 
levels for the probability of misclassification under each distribution 
are used to define classes of discrimination procedures, In this model ' 

a third decision, that of reserving judgment, is included in the decision 
space. For subproblem (i) a solution of the discrimination problem under 
this model is given.1 A noriparametric method for constructing discrimi

nation procedures which give approximately the required level of control



on the probabilities of misclassification for large samples is given„
A notion of consistency of sequences of discrimination procedures is 
introduced, For some restricted models of subproblem (iii) a sequence 
of discrimination procedures is found which is consistent with an optimal 
procedure, For subproblem (iii) the problem is not determinate and so 
some choices of discrimination procedures for this subproblem which have 
some desirable properties are suggested= I

5

I
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CHAPTER TI
A DISCRIMINATION MODEL WITH FIXED LEVELS OF MISCLASSIFICATION FOR 

TWO COMPLETELY KNOWN PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
Let and be two distinct populations. A random variable X is 

defined on the k-dimensional Euclidean space,. by measurements taken 
on elements of , and a random variable Y is defined on R^ by the 
corresponding measurements taken on elements of e The random variables 
X and Y are distributed over R^ according to distinct absolutely.continuous 
probability distributions and P^5 respectively. The assumption of 
absolute continuity guarantees the existence of probability density 
functions f-j_ and fg, respectively, with respect to Lebesgue measure on 
R̂ c. It is assumed that the probability distributions and their pro
bability density functions are completely known.

An individual from a population consisting of elements from both (P, 
and ^  is observed. The k-dimensional measurements are made on the 
individual, which then becomes an observation z on either the random 
variable X or the random variable Y. On the basis of the observation z 
a decision is to be made whether to classify z as a P^ random variable, 
to classify z as a P^ random variable, or to reserve judgment, i.e. to 
make no classification. A discrimination procedure A will be a function 
from the space of the observations, namely R^, into the. decision space 

D = (d^,d2,dQ) where
d^ means classify z as a P^ random variable, 
dg means classify z as a Pg random variable,

6.q means reserve judgment. ' •
The space of the observation z is thus partitioned by a discrimination
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procedure A  into the following sets:

S1 = [z; M z )  = dj s 
(I) S2 = |z; 6 (z) = dgS,

" [z; A(z) " dj.
The discrimination procedure is completely determined by the sets 
and 'Sg, and conversely; thus a discrimination procedure will be identified 
by the notation A (SljS^)s where the sets defining the procedure will be 
indicated by the letter S with the subscripts corresponding to those, in 
(I) and raised symbols to identify specific procedures <.

Let and be the a priori probabilities that an observation comes 
from P1 and Pg, respectively. It is assumed that TT1 and Tf̂  are nonzero, 
since otherwise the problem is trivial. The probability of an error of 
the first type is the probability that an observation comes from P^ and 
is classified as a Pg random variable; thus the probability of an error 
of the first type is IT8P1(S2). Similarly, the probability of an error of 
the second type is Hj^P2(S1)» The overall probability of error is 

HIPl(S2) * ̂ p2(si) o If the values of' P^(Sg) and P^(S1) are controlled 
at fixed levels, note that a bound is also established on the overall 
probability of error. The values P^(S^) and P^(S^) for a discrimination 
procedure A (S15Sg) will be used to define its size.

Definition 2.1: A discrimination procedure A  (Sl5Sg) is said to be of
Size-M5P) for 4£ (0,1) and p£(0,l) if P ^ S  )a< and Pg(S1)Sf?.

(in this paper, parentheses will be used to indicate an open interval 
and brackets to indicate a closed interval, while [) and (J will denote
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closed-open and open-closed intervals, respectively.)

In other words, a discrimination procedure ilCS^S^) is said to 
be of size-(o£ , |B ) if, under each distribution, the probability of 
misclassification which results from using that procedure is no more 
thih a given value.

The following definition of the exact size of discrimination 
procedures will be useful in the discussions which appear later in 
this chapter;

Definition 2.2: A discrimination procedure is said to be
of exact size-(c< ,£$) or to be of size e,qual to (°< ,§) if 
Pf(S2)=cC and P2(S1)=P .

The overall probability of correct classification for a discrimi
nation procedure A(S_,S ) is (S ) + T1̂ P (S ) and the overall 
probability of no classification is T^P1(Sq) + TT̂ P (Sq )6 Suppose 
that for A t  (0,1) and (0,1), arbitrary but fixed constants, only 
those discrimination procedures of size~(c< ,|3 ) are considered; then 

for each discrimination procedure in this class the overall probability 
of misclassification is at most 3*" = IT,4 +7%^, The discriminiation 
problem under this- model can be stated as follows: from among the
class of size-(ef ,''p) discrimination procedures find a procedure, if 

it exists, which Maximizes the overall probability that the observation 
z is classified. !This overall probability is

Swp1(S1);* T y 2(S2)] * R f 1(S2) * TTjP2(S1)] .
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Since Jf] P (S.) = Pp(S.) = Is maximizing this probability 
i=0 . 1 1 i=0 x

is equivalent to minimizing the overall probability of no classification. 
It is this criterion which will be used to define the power for dis
crimination of a discrimination procedure. If the procedure which mini
mizes the overall probability for no classification also maximizes 
the probability of correct classification, such a procedure would have 
strong appeal. In Theorem 2.1 it will be shown that in some cases 
just such a discrimination procedure exists.

Definition 2.3: . The power for discrimination of a discrimination . 
procedure A(S^3S^) is defined to be the overall probability that 
under that procedure an. observation z is classified, i.e.

I - SP1(S0) - TTaP2(S0).

As a criterion to decide whether a’ given discrimination procedure 
is ."better'" for discrimination than another procedure or is "best" 

among all Size-(0T sP) procedures the concept of power for discrimi
nation will be used as follows:

Definition 2.Ui A discrimination procedure A (S^jS^) is said to be 

more powerfuljfor discrimination at level-(4. 5 £3) than a discri- 

nation procedure A ̂ (S^S^) if both are of size-(4 s ) and

Definition 2.3: A discrimination procedure h  (S^sS^) is said to be

most powerful for discrimination at level-(<4 , (3 ) if for &*(S^sS“ )
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any size-( ci s p ) discrimination procedure, ^(S^S^") is not more
powerful for discrimination at level-(e*9P ) than A ( S ^9Sg),

The existence of a discrimination procedure which is most powerful 
at l e v e l - , p) will be considered next* If the ratio !^(xX/fgOx) is a 
continuous random variable defined^«e.o ̂  , then Theorem 2 d  will give 
the answer to this question, namely there always exists a discrimination 
procedure which is most powerful for discrimination at level-( < , §  ).

Let 0IC(O5I) and (3£(o,l) be arbitrary but fixed values„ When P-̂ 
and P2 satisfy the hypotheses mentioned above, it is always possible to 
construct a size-(of , |8 ) discrimination procedure by a method which will 
be outlined here. As will be shown in' Theorem 2d, there always exists 
at least one measurable subset of whose probability under P^ is 
exactly ; let be such a set. Similarly, there always exists at 
least one measurable subset of whose probability under Pg is exactly 
P j let Ag be such a set. A discrimination procedure A(S^,S^) is 
defined as follows:

O

Since (A1A2, A1Ag5 A3A2, A3A5J is a partition of R , this function is
well-definedj and since

Pl(S2) = P1(A3A5)Z P1OÂ ) = <  and

* W 2)-^"(A2) = P  '
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A  (S^ySg) is a size-(°( ,p ) discrimination procedure. No requirement 

is made of the sets and except that they be measurable sets of 
the proper size. However, it is apparent that some choices for these 
sets will give procedures which are more powerful for discrimination at 
l e v e l - , p) than others.

A lemma whose assertions will be used for key steps in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is set out here. Its proof follows directly from Definitions 

2.3, 2.U, and 2.5.

Lemma 2.1: Let A  (S^,S^) be a size-(<^,£3) discrimination procedure
for off (0,1) and $£(0,l).
(a) & (SpSg) has power one for discrimination if and only if

VV ” W  - '
(b) A sufficient condition that A(S^,S^) be most powerful for dis

crimination at level-(etf',f3 ) is that for A?'(S*,S^) any size- (of , p) 
discrimination procedure, P^(Sq) ^  P^(S^) and P^(Sq) Pg(Sg).

(c) If there exists a size-(<sf , ̂ ) discrimination procedure A^(S*,S^) ■ 
such that P (S ) 2L P (S") and P0(S ) 2. P0(S*) where at least one 
inequality is strict, then A(S^,S^) is not most powerful for 
discrimination at level-(<af , ̂  ).

Theorem 2.1: Let P^ and P^ be distinct probability distributions defined
v "on the k-dimensional Euclidean space, R , with probability density 

functions f^ and f , respectively, with respect to Lebesgue measure ^ 

on R^ such that the random variable ¥ = f^(X)/f^(X) is a continuous 
random variable defined a.e. 2 .
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(i) For arbitrary but fixed values s<£ (0,1) and (0,1) there exist 

essentially.unique positive constants and C0 and sots A and
I ' . 1 ^ I '

Ag which define a discrimination procedure A(S^,S^) as in (2) 
such that
(3) P1(A1)=^ and P2(A2)= @  „

' where
A = fxj P1(X) 4 C1P2(X)I and

(L) <Ag = fi(x) > Cgfg(X)/ o
(ii) Let A(SisS2) be a discrimination procedure constructed as in (2)

from sets A and A which satisfy (3) and (U)..1
(a) If c^ 5 Cg, then A (S^S^) is most powerful for discrimination 

at leVel-(X , p ) <,

(b) If C1 > Cg, then A  (SisS2) is not necessarily most powerful 
for discrimination at level-(®CsP ), but there exists a dis
crimination procedure with power one for discrimination which

i
is of! size-(c< , £?) and is constructed as in (2) from sets A^ 
and A which satisfy (U) for c = C0 = c"''", ■

I

(iii) Let C1 and Cg be the positive constants defined in (i).
(a) If C1 < Cgs let A"'"(SisS") be a procedure which is most 

powerful for discrimination at level-(4 ,p). Then
A^7(S13Sg) is of exact s i z e - ( , p ) and S" = S^ a<>e. A s 
Sg = Sg a.6. A •

(b) If cn > coS then there exists a class of discrimination
• 2 1 ■

procedures with power one for discrimination and size-(4 , ^ )«
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■ At least one of these procedures is constructed as in (2) 
from sets and Ag which satisfy (ij.) for c^ = Cg = c*c 

In an attempt to make the ideas involved in the theorem clearer, 
a brief explanation of them will be given before the formal proof of 
the theorem, A reasonable choice for A^ and A^ should be concerned . 
with the relative probabilities of X and Y for sets of values of z.
In order to obtain a discrimination procedure which is most powerful 
for discrimination, the set A^ should be composed of those values of z 
which are most likely to be observations on Pg random variables rather 
than random variablesj similarly, the set A^ should be composed of 
those values of z which are most likely to be observations on P^ random ■ 
variables rather than Pg random variables, The ratio f^(x)/fg(x) of the 
probability density functions will.be used to measure the relative 
probabilities at the values of z. Let A^ and Ag be the sets defined 
in Theorem 2,1 (i), If the sets A^ and Ag do not intersect, then the 

discrimination procedure <&(Sj,S2) constructed as in (2) from the sets 
A^ and Ag is most powerful for discrimination at level-(sI , ̂ -) and 
any procedure most powerful for discrimination at level-(s< ,A) must 

agree with A (S^5Sg) 3,6, A , If the sets A^ and Ag do intersect, 

this is not necessarily true, but a discrimination procedure can be 
found which is constructed as. in (2) from sets of the same form as AI
and Ag and has power one for discrimination. These statements will be 
established in the proof of Theorem 2,1 (ii) and (iii).

Proof of the theorem; (i) The existence of essentially unique positive



constants c^ and such that |"x| f (x) < and .
Pg f^(x) > Cgf^(x)J =0 is treated in the existence proof for hypo
thesis testing functions of exact size 4  and ̂  respectively. A detailed 
treatment can be found in the proof of the Neyman-Pearson Fundamental 
Lemma given,in Lehmann (1959). The sets and A^ are measurable and 
define a discrimination procedure & (S^S^) as in (2). Notice that 
since W is a continuous random variable, ^ £x$ W = c^] => %  £x; W = c^^ = 
0.

(ii) (a) Let A(S^,S^) be a discrimination procedure constructed as

in (2) from sets A^ and A^ which satisfy (3) and (I+) such that C^ 6 ĉ ,
Since c ^ c , the following relations which will be used in the proof 1 2 -

3O = A1A2 5

this part are

M AiA2 iS

[2] Pi(S2)

Dl V V

Let A itCS* ;

order to show that A(S^,S^) is most powerful for discrimination at le'vel- 
( eC  ̂ ) it is sufficient, as was shown in Lemma 2.1 (b), to show that 
Pi(S0) £ P1(SJ) and Pg(S0) < Pg(Sj). The former will be established

and the latter follows from symmetry.

Since the discrimination procedures partition R^,



(5) P^(S^) + P^(So)Z P^fS*) + P^(Sg).

Prom (B) it is seen that in order to show P^(S ) sE P^(S^) it would
suffice to show P (S ) & P (S )j'that is, it would suffice to establish 1 1  I I
that the probability of correct classification when using A(S^,S ) 
is at least as great as when using any other size-(s< , |3) discrimination 

procedureo
Let (!J (x) be the characteristic function of and f̂(x) the ■

-K-characteristic function of S^0 Define the sets

But P^(S^) = °f and P^(S^)£ c{ $ so that

S4" = |xj ^(x) - 1P (x) > o] 
S“ = Sx; 'P(x) - (x) < 0 I

If x ES4, then (x) = I and f^(x) c f^Cx) > 0. If xfSS", then
tP  (x) =. 0 and f^(x) - c (x) £ 0« In each case the product 
( 1J3 - IP) (f^ - c^fg) is nonnegative. Consider the integral

( v - T f )  (f^ - Cgfgjaa z. o.(6) j ( f - V )  (f^ - Y g )  a j
S+U S'

But this integral can also be written as follows:

(7) ( f - V )  (f^ -  Cgfg) d% = P^(S^) _ P^(S*) -  CgjPgtS^) -  PgfS*)]

Combining (6) and-(7).

W  -ipI ^ i c 2I w - p2(sI)f-°=

since P^(S^) = ̂  and P^S'2X"1 Therefore, P (S ) > P (Sf)9 which I I I A.
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was sufficient to show Pj(S ) 5 P^(Sq )0

•

(b) Let A (S^^S^) be a discrimination procedure constructed as in (2) 
from sets Â . and Ag which satisfy (3) and (ij.) such that c^ > Cg* An 
example which.shows this procedure is not necessarily most powerful . 
for.discrimination at level-(«( 3 ̂ -Kcan be found in Example 2,1 (ii). 
However, if c*£ [cg^cj , define sets A^ =- |x| f^(x) < c* fg(x)J and

Ag = £x; f^Cx) > C-̂f (̂x)J and construct a discrimination procedure
Axr(S^jSg) as in (2) from these sets. Then

lb] P̂ fS*) = = P̂ lA*) Z (x; f̂ (x) < ^ ,
't _iii

M  PgfS^) B pg âIaP  = P2^g) - P2 fx » > Cgf^(x)] = §  5

[6] Pits*) . Pg(S*) . 0.

From Lemma 2,1 (a) the procedure (S^jS2) has power one for discri
mination at level-(<^ , ̂  ) and it is of size-( , $$) by definition,

(iii) (a) Let ^^"(S^Sg) be most powerful for discrimination at level- 
( $  p)o Pet C1 ̂  Cg be the positive constants defined in (i) and 
A (S1^Sg) a discrimination procedure constructed as in (2) from sets 
A1 and A^ which satisfy (3) and (it), Under A  (S^S^) statements [l], 
[2] p [3] hold as before,

Let ^(x) be the characteristic function of S1 = A^ and Y(x) the
-V_ : characteristic function of S1, Define the sets
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S+ = fxj V'(x) - (x) > 0} , S" = |xj f  (x) - 1P(X) < oj
S' = [x; f^(x) - Cgfgfx)^ Ojf

S =  (S U S~) A  S '0
The probability of the set S^U S is the probability of the set on

-X- :which S and S do not agree« On the set S the value of the product -L J- :
(f" - y) (f^ - c ^ f is strictly positive 0 Then the integral

k (9 - ;(f - c f )  dZ = J (̂ 5-1F) (f - crtfrt) d 21 I  ̂2 Q I 2 2

- P1(S1) - P1(SJ) . O2^ g(Si) - P2(S*)

is strictly positive unless 2  (S) = 0. Suppose ^(S) > Oj then 
-x-

P^(S^) > P^(S^) which from (S) implies that P^(S^) < 0 From
the proof of (ii) it is known that P^fS^) ̂  P^CSp and therefore from 
Lemma 2.1 (c) A''(S*sS_) is not most powerful for discrimination at

S

level-(<3{ 5 @ ) f a contradiction. Thus '2 (S) = ^ (S+U S ) = O and S
* , ■ 1and S^ agree a.e. A  „
Also3 since

4  = P1(A1) = P1(S5) = P1C S g M  and 

P = Pg(Ag) = P^(SJ = P^(S*)6 (P,2 I 2 I

the procedure A^(S13S5) is of exact size-(«< 3 ̂  ) „

(b) Let C1 ^ Cg be the positive constants defined in (i). In (ii) (b) 

a discrimination procedure with power one for discrimination and size- 

(e{s p )  was constructed as in (2) from sets A and A which satisfy (1|)
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for c-i c". . Thus all procedures which are most powerful for
discrimination at ,this level must have power one for discrimination. 
Note also that from Lemma 2,1 (a) the probability of no classification 
under each distribution for each procedure in this class is zero.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

For those probability distributions which satisfy the hypotheses 
of the theorem, the discrimination problem is completely solved. The 
positive constants c^ and c^ exist and can be found by numerical methods 
since the distributions are completely known, • Let the discrimination 
procedure defined in (i) .be denoted by A  (cpC^), If C^ ^ c^, A (c^,c^) 
is most powerful for discrimination at level-(<=< ,$3) and every proce
dure which is most powerful for discrimination at this level agrees
with ^ (c^,c ) a,e, X 2 It was shown that in this case
also maximizes the overall probability of correct classification. If
c > c « a discrimination procedure can be constructed as in (2) from I 2
sets and Ag which satisfy (U) in such a way that this procedure has 
power one for discrimination and is of size-(c< , {3), A few examples 

-wd-1-1—now—be—given—to—i-lius-tr-ate-these-concepts in particular models,

Example 2,1: For © a real-valued parameter, let (Î  5©£lX) be a family
of absolutely continuous• probability distributions which has strictly 
monotone (increasing) density ratio in a continuous real-valued function 
T(x), i.e, for B  s f^(x)/f@l?(x) is a strictly, monotone (increasing) 

function of the random variable T(x), Let f̂ . and IL,, for B E U  where 
©i©, be denoted by f and f g, respectively.



In the following discussion it will be assumed that the ratio
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f^(x)/f2(x) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, LetoJE(OpI) 
and ^S(OpI) be arbitrary but fixed constants, and let and Cg be 
the constants defined in Theorem 2.1 (i).

If c^ ̂  Cg, the discrimination procedure ACc1,c^) defined by the 
sets S1 = ̂ xj f1(x) > Cgfg(x)] and = £xj f^(x) < c^f (x)} is most

powerful for discrimination at level-(ed 3 p ). Since f1(x)/fg(x) is 
a strictly increasing function of T(x), this random variable can also 
be used to construct the discrimination procedure. It can be seen

that f^(x)/f^(x) <f C1 if and only if T(x) < C1 for c^ a unique real

number. Therefore £x| T(x) < C1j = 4. Similarly there exists a 
unique constant Cg such that f1(x)/fg(x) > c^ if and only if T(x) > c*

and Pg £xj T(x) > Cg| = P . If P1 is the probability distribution in
duced on the space of T(x) by P1, then by definition of the induced

probability distribution, P [t; t < c^j = P^£x; T(x) < c*| =4 „
-x- :Similarly, if Pg is the probability distribution induced on the space

of T(x) by P^, then P" £t| t > b"] = Pg £x; T(x) > Cgj = §  . Then 

the sets Sg = £tj t < C1 j and S1 - £tj t > Cg| where P^(S^) = 6C and

Pg(S1) = P
A (C1 ,c^).

define a discrimination procedure which is equivalent to 

Note that c" is the percentile of the probability
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distribution and. is the. (l percentile of the probability-

distribution Pg. Let them be denoted by and tg'"_p respectively.
If > Cg or equivalently t^ > t’̂ ^ , it is possible to construct

a discrimination procedure with power one for discrimination at level-
( 3  §3 ) and Size-(^jp). In order to do this, select jty_^ ,t*j and
define a discrimination procedure by the sets = {t; t > and ■
Sg = |t; t < t"'"̂ . The actual choice of the value t" from the interval
presents an interesting problem in its own right.'

The class of univariate normal distributions with common variance
3.Q" forms a family with real parameter pi of absolutely continuous, 

univariate probability distributions which has strictly monotone 
(increasing) density ratio in x. The following specific examples 
from such a family, will demonstrate the concepts of Theorem 2.1 and 
this example.

(i) Let P^ and Pg be two univariate normal probability distributions 
with common variance I and means 2 and 0 respectively. In this case,.

This ratio is strictly increasing in x. From the above discussion 
it is known that the sets and Ag as defined in Theorem 2.1 (i) 
can be defined directly in terms of x, i.e, there exist constants 

c^ and Cg such that P^ f x$ x < c^| and Pg ̂ x; x > Cg| =^. If 
eC = P =  .1, then ' = 0.718 and Cg = 1.282. The discrimination
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procedure constructed from A1 and A2 then is defined by the sets

S1 = £x; x > 1.2821 ,
1 S2 « [x; x < 0.718/ ,

SQ - {x; 0.718 ̂  x ^ 1.282} .
In other words, the discrimination procedure says

(1) if the observation z is greater than 1.282, classify z as a 
P, random variable;-*■ i

(2) if the observation z is less than 0.718, classify z as a PL 
random variable;

(3) otherwise, do not classify z.
See Figure 2.1.

f W

Figure 2.1: The size-(.1,.1) discrimination procedure ACc1,c^) 
for Pi:N(2,l) and P^NCO,!).
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In this case, and therefore this procedure is most powerful

for discrimination at level-(„1,,I)0 The power for discrimination of
this procedure is (.86) TC + (e86)Tf^= .86, and is independent of and
Tt 0̂ Also any procedure which is most powerful at Ievel-C.I,.I) will
have exact size-C„1,.1) and agree with &  a.e. % .
(ii) Let and be two univariate normal distributions with common

variance I and means 3 and 0, respectivelyo As in (i) the selection
of the sets A„ and A which are used to construct A (c 3c ) can be 1 2  I3 2
based on x. Let o ( ~ ^ =  01° in this case, the constants are c = 1.718

I
and c = 1.282. The procedure A (c ,c ) is defined by the sets

= £xj x ^ 1.718] s
S = x 3 1.282j ,

S = %x; 1.282 < x < 1.718]
See Figure 2.2 (a).

This is an example of a situation when c > c For reasonablyI' 2
small and p this situation occurs only if the distributions are ■ 
quite distant. See Figure 2.2 (a).

The curves representing f^ and f intersect at x = 1°$, which is 
contained in the interval (1,282, 1.718). Consider a discrimination

I9 2yprocedure A  1 (Sn1 ,SJi) where
S^ = fxj 1.3 < x 4 Uo838} ,

S2 X| -1.838 < X < I.3J 9
S^ = £x 3 x  < “I0838I U  £x| x > 3.838J 

The procedure A  '(S^sS') is of exact size-(.067,.067). The
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overall probability of no classification under & (c ,c ) is TijP (S ) +

I 2 I 0
“ .057 - N + .057 .057. The overall probability of no

classification under &'(S' S') is TTjP (S') + TtP (S') = .033TT1 +
1 2 I 0 *2 o

.033 .033. Thus ^ (c^,c^) is not most powerful for discrimination
at level-(.1,.1). See Figure 2.2 (b).

However, a discrimination procedure can be constructed which has 
power one for discrimination and exact size-(.06?,.067) by setting 
c- = C2 = 1.5. Then the sets S" = ^x; f^(x) > 1.5 f^fx)] and S^ =
-xj f^(x) > 1.5 fg(x)j define a discrimination procedure which has the 
desired properties. See Figure 2.2 (c).

f(x)

Figure 2.2 (a): The size-(.1,.1) discrimination procedure
for P1: N(3,l) and P^: N(0,l).

A(
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f(x)

S O

. igure 2.2 (b): A discrimination procedure of size-(.1,.1) with power
for discrimination greater than the procedure in Figure 2.2 (a).

f(x)

S2 1 S1

. Figure 2.2 (c): A discrimination procedure with power one for discri
mination and size-( .1, .1).
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Example 2,2: Let be the family of univariate normal dis
tributions where & is the vector (M3Q̂ a) „ Let P - = P  and P - = P - -1 ©i I • %  2
be any two elements of this family with parameters and ,

respectively. The sets and defined in Theorem 2,1 (i) are deter
mined by the values of the ratio f ^ W / ^ W  where f^ and f are the 
probability density functions of P^ and Pg3 respectively. For this 
family3 the ratio has the form

f-^xVfgtx) = k exp {"ax2 + bx + cj .
2This ratio is strictly monotone in the exponent ax + bx + c3 which is 

a parabola; thus the ratio f-̂ /f̂  is strictly monotone from - CD to the 
value of the vertex for this parabola and strictly monotone in the 
opposite sense from this value to +£©, The vertex of the parabola is 
at the point

07- <n 2If a = negative, the value of the ratio increases strictly
from — CS) to Xq and decreases strictly: from x^ to + co, Let A^ be the 
complement of a closed interval centered at x^ and having probability 
I - < under P^; while the set Ag is an open interval centered at x^ 
and having probability $3 under P . If a is positive, the value of the 
ratio decreases strictly from -coto.x and increases strictly from 
x^ to +e$> 0 Let the set A^ be an open interval centered at X^ and having 
probability under'P1; while the set A is the complement of a closed 

interval centered at x^ and having probability I under P^« In 

either case form the discrimination procedure, ^ (c]_scg) constructed from
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and as in (2)o If a =.0, the problem reduces to that already 

discussed in Example 2.1. These notions will be illustrated with an 
explicit example s

Let be a univariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 
Ij let Pg be a .univariate normal distribution with mean 2 and variance 
25. Let cC=Siff= .1. In this case, the ratio of densities is 

I1(X)Zf2(X) = 5 exp I*-™ (6x2 + x - l)j .

This ratio increases strictly from - eo to -0.083 and decreases strictly 
from -0.083 to +c£>0 In order to find A1, we take -0.083 as center of 
an interval with probability .9 under P1 and Ai will be the complement 
of this interval. The set Ag will be the interval centered at -O.O83 
which has the required probability under Pg. These sets are as follows; 

A1 = {xj x « -1.733] °  {xj x > 1.567? s 
Ag = (xj -0.768 <x< 0.602? a

The discrimination procedure -^(c^Cg) defines the following sets:
S1 - [xj -0.768 < x < O0602J 9
Sg = {xj x < -1.733? U {xj x > 1.567 J 9
S = {xj -1.733 -0.768? u  {xj 0.602 s x ̂ 1.567} .

In this case C1 <.Cg and this procedure is most powerful for dis
crimination at level-(.1,.1). Any procedure which is most powerful 
for discrimination at level-(.1,.1) will have exact size-f.l,.1) and 
will agree with ^ (c^Cg) a.e. ^ « See Figure 2.3.
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f(x)

0.2-

S2 S2

Figure 2.3: The size-(.1,.1) discrimination procedure
P1: N(0,1) and P^: N(2,2$).

4( c i ,c2) for

Example 2.3: Let P1 and P9 be a k-variate normal probability distributions
with the common dispersion matrix Lf1 and the distinct mean vectors /k.

(A)and /X , respectively. The ratio of densities in this case reduces to a 
linear function of the k-variate observation z. This random variable 
U(z) has a univariate normal distribution whether z is distributed as a 
P- random variable or as a P9 random variable, and this problem reduces 
to that of Example 2.1. Details can be found in Anderson (1958).



CHAPTER III
A NONPARAMETRIC DISCRIMINATION PROBLEM

3.1 A Nonparametric Discrimination Model
Let and CR1 be two distinct populations„ A random variable X

is defined on the k-dimensional Euclidean space, R^, by measurements
made on elements of (R , and a random variable Y is defined on R^ by
the corresponding measurements made on elements of . The random

kvariables X and Y are distributed over R according to distinct abso
lutely continuous probability distributions P^ and P , respectively.
With and P^ are associated absolutely continuous distribution func
tions and Fg, respectively; also the assumption of absolute conti
nuity guarantees the-existence of probability density functions f^ 
and f , respectively, with respect^to Lebsgue measure A on R^. Nothing, 
is assumed•about P^ or P^ except their absolute continuity and the 
resulting existence of probability density functions.

Let x^,Xg,!.I , be a simple random sample of observations from 
the distribution of the random variable X and .. -,Yn a simple
random sample of observations from the distribution of the random 

variable Y. An individual from a population consisting of elements from 
(Fj and is observed. The k-dimensional measurements' are made on the - 
individual, which then becomes an observation z on either the random 
variable X or the random variable Y. On.the basis of the observation 
z a decision is to be made whether to classify z as. a P^ random variable, 

to classify z as a P random variable, or to reserve judgment, i.e. to
make no classification, A discrimination procedure 6 will be a function

., ■

from the space of the observations, namely Rk, into the decision space



D = (d^jdgjd^), which'was defined in Chapter II6 A procedure will, be 
identified by the notation where and are the sets
defined in (I)9

If a discrimination procedure 6 (S^5Sg) is used, the overall proba
bility of misclassification would be ^P^(Sg) + T^p^(s^), where TT1 and 

are the £ priori probabilities that an observation comes from P^ 
and P , respectively. Let the size of a discrimination procedure be 
defined as in Definition 2.1. If Definitions 2.3, 2,1|., and 2,3 are 
accepted for this model and arbitrary but fixed values et£(0,1) and 
f £ (0,1) are chosen, the discrimination problem is defined as follows: 
from the class of all size-( , (3 ) discrimination procedures find a 

procedure, if it exists, which is most powerful for discrimination at 
level-(tf^,p). If the probability density functions satisfy the hypo
theses of Theorem 2.1, such a discrimination procedure is known to 
exist and it will he assumed in the following discussion that such a
procedure does exist.

Under the nohparametric model the statistic (x^,»,.,xm;z;y^,...,yn ) 
is sufficient for ithe discrimination. If the probability distributions and 
their probability jdensity functions are completely known, a discrimination 

procedure which iA most powerful for discrimination at a given level based
on this knowledge,would be at least as powerful for discrimination at this 

level as a procedure chosen only on the basis of the statistic. Although 
this is intuitively obvious, it is quite simple to prove, if a proof is 

desired (cf. Fix and Hodges (1931)).'. If the.probability distributions 

are completely known, the observation z is sufficient for the discrimi-
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nation. The performance characteristics of any procedure based on 
(x-̂ , o o .. .,y^) can (by using randomization, if required) be
exactly duplicated with a procedure based on z. Thus one can not find 
a discrimination procedure based on the statistic ... ,^jzjy1, ,yn) 
which is more powerful for discrimination at a given level than a pro
cedure which is most powerful for discrimination based on z alone. If 
the probability distributions are completely known and a discrimination 
procedure based on z is found which is most powerful for discrimination 
at a given level, then it is optimal in this sense. If one does not 
know the probability distributions completely, then an attempt should 
be made to arrive at a discrimination procedure based on the statistic 

(x^,...,x szjy-,..,,y ) which approximates a procedure which is most 
powerful for discrimination at the desired level when both distributions 
are completely known.

' In Theorem 2.1 the form of a discrimination procedure which is 
most powerful for discrimination at a given level is given. In order to 
construct this procedure, sets and Ag were found such that ^l^ 
and Pg(Ag) = ̂  where A^ = { xj f^(x) < c^fgfx)] and Ag =* { x; f^(x)>

Cgfg(X)J where c^ and Cg are positive constants. The first step in 
constructing from the statistic a discrimination procedure of size- 

(<=< , (3) is to look for a method of constructing measurable sets with 
approximately the required probabilities under and Pg0 As long as 

the distributions are completely known, constructing such sets presents 
only computational'difficulties. Under the nonparametric model, however.
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constructing such sets has in addition an element of uncertainty due 
to lack of knowledge concerning the probability distributions. The sets, 
based on the statistic (x^,...,x^jzjy^,.„.,yn ), are random quantities 
and their probabilities are random variables. It is no longer possible 
to speak about sets whose exact probabilities are known; thus only dis
crimination procedures whose size approximates (of, j3) can be hoped for. 
If sets and could be constructed in such a way that as m and n 
grow large without bound the probability of A under Pn approaches eC and 
the probability of A^ under approaches ^ , this would give a method 
with strong appeal for the construction of approximate size-(cf, 3̂) 
discrimination procedures when large samples are available.

The actual construction of such sets which will be suggested in this 
paper is based on the theory of coverages. In' the following section the 
definitions and theorems necessary for this construction will be given.

3.2 Some Results Concerning Order Statistics and the Theory of Coverages
In this section only the definitions and results from the theory 

of coverages necessary for the construction will be given. For de
tailed treatment and proofs the reader will be referred to Wilks (1962), 
Tukey (l9U7)s and Kemperman (1956).

Let xnJx ,...,x be a sample from a univariate probability dis- -L 2 m
tribution with continuous distribution function F(x). If the sample is 
ordered by numerical value, we obtain the order statistics | x ^ , 
X(2^,...,x^^ . of the sample, where x ^ £  ... £ x^ . The assumption

, "Iof continuity theiri gives a partition of R into sets (-«> , x ^ ]  ,
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( x ^ ^ x ^2)] (x^ytoo ) with probability one. These sets will

be called sample blocks and will be denoted by for i = l,2,...,m+l
where the subscript I means the random variable is one-dimensional. .

(i)The probability of the block will be called a coverage and denoted

by Cj., i.e. ■ Pr (Bp-)) =. F x̂ (1))» c2 “ Pr(Bp)) - B(x^ ) -

F(x ),..., c * Pr(Bp' ^)) = I - F(x, x ). Now these coverages(I) W + I I W
are random variables and the distribution of a sum of any r of the m + I 
coverages, which is a result of the theory of the Dirichlet distribution, 
is given by the following theorem:

I
Theorem 3,1: The sum of any r of the coverages c ,,,c has the! I m + I .

beta distribution with parameters r and m - r + I,

Note that a sum Ojj1 r coverages is just the probability of the union of
i .

the sample blocks:which determine the coverages. For a proof of thisi
theorem, see Wilks (1962).

The theory of coverages for one-dimensional random variables also
i ’

leads to some results in large sample.distribution theory for the order
I ' ‘ 'statistics which will be used later in this chapter. ■The pertinent 

results are the following :■

(m)

from a continuous distribution function F(x), and np_̂  is an integer 
such that pn = 1P + o(l/n), where O < p < I, then for large n,

? are the order statistics of a sampleTheorem 3,2: If- |x
( 1 ) :
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' F x̂ (np )  ̂ asymptotically distributed according to N(p, p(l - p)/n)

Corollary 3.1: If x* .is a unique solution of F(x) = p, then x
P ,

converges in probability to x r.
P

(nPn)

For proofs of these results, see Wilks (1962).
The theory of coverages generalizes directly to multi-dimensional

random variables and gives a generalization of Theorem 3*1. Let
x^,Xg,...,x^ be a sample from a k-dimensional probability distribution
with continuous distribution function* Let V  be a1 2  m
sequence of real-valued functions defined in such that ^^(x),

P 2(x )»•«•» (x) have a continuous joint distribution function. The

sample ,...«x and the functions Y  define sample blocks
as follows:

X D
\  ■ {xj Y 1(X) >

where a = max %  (x ) ® Y_(x.I 4 i i I

- ̂ xj Y 1(X) < S1, Yg(x) > a2j

,(Xi) « ^2^1(2)^  1(2) i(l).

And in general, for 2 ^ p i m, '

(x) < a V> _ (x) < a ., Y  (x) > a ?I P - I  p - I P p J

where a « max Y p(Xi) = Y  (xi^p^)? the maximum .being taken

where a0 = max 7 
2 Uti(I) 2

BkP> ■ P 5 V 1

over all'i except i(l), i(2),..., i(p - I); and i(p) being
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chosen distinct from all i(j), j < p.

4 "  “ { x > ^ 1 ^ )  aI 9eees ^  aml °

The coverages c^,...,c^ + are defined to be the probabilities of

these blocks, i.e. c “ P r ( B ^ c = Pr(B1̂m + FromI k m + I k
the assumption of continuity we know that is partitioned into m + I 
blocks by the above procedure with probability one. The generalization 
of Theorem 3,1 is as follows:

Theorem 3.3: If blocks and coverages are defined as above, the sum
of any r of the k-dimensional coverages c^,...,c^ + ^ has the beta 
distribution with parameters r and m - r + I,

The proof of this theorem can be found in Tukey (IJ1U?)«
It has been shown by J. H. B. Kemperman (1956) that it is not neces

sary to have a fixed sequence of functions, since it is possible, without 
changing the results of Theorem 3«3, to have the choice of function at 
any point in the sequence depend on the observed values at the cuts of

the functions already used, i.e. the values Y 1 (x. , .) for 'p = l,...,m.P i(P;

.3,3 A-Construction Based on the Theory of Coverages for Sets A1 and AT 2
With the theory of coverages in hand it is possible to construct 

sets whose probability./under converges in probability to . A 
similar approach can be used to obtain sets whose probability under P^ 
converges in probability to 8  „ '
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Let (m. + I)] , an integer; since

_  o f ( m  + 1 )  - f g < (m + 1 ) 3
m + I ----- ----m + I------------- * - 0(1/1»),

it can be seen that as a^/(m +
For a sample from the distribution of the random vari

able X and V̂ , *>«• • s "V* a sequence of ordering functions defined oh I m
with continuous joint distribution function, the sample blocks and the
corresponding coverages cI*' m + 1 can be formed.as in the preceding
section. If a sum of a^ of these coverages is taken, this sum is dis
tributed as a beta random variable with a_ and m - a + I degrees of

' :freedom. Let be the union of sample blocks associated with these 
coverages. Then P^(A^) is a random variable with a beta distribution 

having a and m -ia_ + I degrees of freedom. The mean of this distri-'1 1 1
bution is a^/(m + I), which has been shown to converge to e< . It 
follows from a simple application of Chebyshev1S inequality that P (A^) 
converges in probability to . For small m we can use the beta dis
tribution to set an upper bound on P (A ) with given probability.

I ^
Let A be a .union of a„ of the sample blocks. Let A be a union I I 2

of a^ = jj3 (n + 1)3 sample blocks formed from the sample- y^,...,y . 
Asymptotically these choices will give us sets whose probabilities 
approximate those that are required under each distribution. Note that 
any choices of A^ and A^ constructed in this manner would give an 
approximate size-(c<, /9) discrimination procedure for large m and n.

But some choices give more powerful procedures than others. This is
obvious, since choices made without consideration of the other distri-

J



bution are not likely to give a procedure which is most powerful for 
discrimination. In Section 3«1 it was suggested that an attempt should

li I; I
be made to approximate an optimal procedure by procedures based on the . 
sufficient statistic. As a means for this approximation, the notion 
of the consistency of sequences of discrimination procedures will be 
introduced in the next section.
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3 oh Consistency of Sequences of Discrimination Procedures
Let ^ be a discrimination procedure based on the statistic m,n

(xL,...,x ;z;y_,...,y ). For m = 1,2,... and n = 1,2,... let (A )-L m i  n m,n
be a sequence of discrimination procedures. If (<& ) is anotherm,n
sequence of discrimination procedures, the question arises of how the 
corresponding members of these sequences agree or are consistent with 
each other. One requirement could be that as m and n grow large with
out bound the probability that A (2) ^ A* (z) should converge inm,n ■ m,n
probability to zero under both distributions. This'requirement will ■ 
form the definition of consistency of the two sequences which will be 
used in this paper.

Definition 3.1: Two sequences m,n) and (A ) of discrimination m,n
procedures are said to be consistent for the discrimination problem
if as and n-» co , P r f A  $  A *  I converges in probability•> m,n m,n

to zero under both P and P ,I 2-

It is the consistency of a sequence of discrimination procedures 
with the procedure A(c^,c^) which is of particular interest.



Definition 3.2: A sequence of discrimination procedures (^  ) isItl3U
said to be consistent with A (c^yCg) for the discrimination problem 
if as m-̂ eo and n-) f Pr { A  4- A  (c, c^)7 converges inm , n  -L3 ^ J
probability'to aero under both P and P .I 2

The problem of finding discrimination procedures which are consistent 
with A  (c-, 3c ) for the nonparametric model introduced in Section 3»1 is 
not determinate. In the following section some restricted models will 
be considered and sequences of discrimination procedures which are 
consistent with A  (C^3Cg) will be found for these models. Where this 
does not appear to be posSible3 discrimination procedures based on the 

theory of coverages which have some intuitive.appeal will be suggested.

3=5 Examples of Discrimination Procedures Constructed by Means of the
Theory of Coverages

In Examples 3*1 and 3.2 restricted models for the discrimination 
problem will be considered, and for these models a sequence of procedures 
consistent with A  (c-^c^) will be found.

Example 3*1: For ® a real-valued parameter, let (l^; $£/2) be a family
of absolutely continuous, univariate probability distributions which 
has strictly monotone (increasing) density ratio in a continuous real
valued function T(x). Suppose & > &  and denote f^ and f̂ / by f^ and 
fg, respectively. If the density ratio f^/f satisfies the hypotheses 

of Theorem 2.1, there is a discrimination procedure which is most powerful

for discrimination between P and P ^ at level-(# , p ) for arbitrary1 2 .
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<&£ (0#1) and 0 £  (0,1); and in the following discussion the existence of 
such a procedure is assumed.

From Example 2,1. it is known that a procedure equivalent to ^  (c^c^) 
is defined by the sets = £t$ t <" t* j and A* = { t? t > t ^ j  where

P1(A1) = 4 and P^CA*) It was also noted that t% was the
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percentile of the probability distribution P* and t,_p was the (l - 0 )
#percentile of the probability distribution P 0

Let xL,x,00.,x be a sample of observations on the random variable X -L 2 m
and t pt j000,t' the corresponding sample on the random variable T(x).I 2 m
The order statistics of the latter sample are t. ,t...,...,t(I)' (2) ' W

If A = f t ; t < f t (j and an attempt to approximate the procedure ^(c ,c )
i 1 2

is to be made, then an obvious choice of the S1 = (m + I)] blocks
required to form the set A would be the union of those blocks determinedI
by the a., least order statistics, i.e. let

Ai  ■ i V i  a  ■ ft; 1 )

Since A^ = £t'$ t > t^_g j , the corresponding choice of Ag would be the

a = jjP(n + l)J ,blocks determined by the a^ largest order statistics 2 I ^' ■ I
from the second sample on T(x), i.e, let '

I n + Ii I I (i) ZI A_ = V_J „B_ = |'t; t > t
^ i  = n-. ag + l ^ ^ (n - ag + I)J

For each m and n these choices define a discrimination procedure which



i

will be denoted by &  « The sequence ( A ) of discrimination proce-m>n m,n
dures will be shown to be consistent with A  (c^c^).

From Definition 3.2, it must be shown that P r f A  -̂ rZ K c  ,c )?t m,n I 2 J

converges in probability to zero under both and as m-^oo and n-» so . 
The sets which define the discrimination procedure A depend on the
values t and t ' ; the sets which define the discrimination

(al} (n - a2 + I)
procedure A depend on the values and « The differences
in the values of the two procedures arise from any difference between
t" and t and any difference between t* a and t . A n
* (B1 ) . (n - a2 * I)
examination of all the possibilities shows that the probability under
P that A * A (c. ,c0) is at most I m,n I ^

D . |f:(V_ . . - F-Ct1, g )j* IF1Ctu ^ )  . F*(t^)I' v(n - 32 + I)/ 0

where F^ is the distribution function of T(x) induced by the probability
•fr *distribution P^. Note that F^ is continuous since T(x) and F^(x) are

continuous. From Theorem 3.2, t(n ‘2 "• U
converges in probability to

1-1 as n-̂ > Go . Since F is a continuous function, by a well-known. I
result F' (t converges in probability to F (t* ) as nI Cn-S2 +.1) I 1 — P . .
Similarly, F"(t .) converges in probability to F (t^) as m-t co.I (â ) I
Therefore, U converges in probability to zero as m-s>oo and n-^c®. Since

0 5 PrfA 56 A (c- ,c ) 6 U, the PrfA #= A  (c ,c )? converges inm n -L 2 <■ m,n ' 1 2 J



probability to zero as m-^eo and under P^. Similarly, this proba
bility converges to zero as m-^co and n->o» under P . By definition,
(A ) is consistent with A(c^,c ). m,n I 2

If c^ £  or equivalently t^ 6 t^ the sequence of discrimination 
procedures which has just been defined is consistent with a procedure 
which is most powerful for discrimination at.level-(ctf , .  The estimates 
t, x and t. . are consistent for tt and t^ „ respectively.
(al) (n - a2 I) ** I - P

If t. . £ t. then the procedure just defined should be used, .Ca1) (n - a2 + I)"

When t, x> t, , select a value t %  ̂ n x, tz(a-̂ ) ^ (n - B2-S- I): (n — Bg + l) (a][)I

/

and define the procedure with power one for discrimination based on the 
value t*. The actual choice of the value t*' will depend on the desires 
of the investigator.

Example 3.2: .Let &£I2) be the family of all univariate normal
8.

distributions, where 0 is the vector (/< , 0" ). Let = P^ and P^ = P^

be any two elements of this family with parameters (̂ ,,(77 ) and (/^>^)>
respectively. The arbitrary levels o{£(0,l) and ^6 (0,1) are given.

A sample x » x  ,...,x of observations from the distribution P of 1 2 m  I
the random variable X and a sample y ,y ,...,y of observations fromI 2 n
the distribution P^ of the random variable T are in hand. The sample 
blocks and coverages can be used, as outlined in this chapter, to con

struct discrimination procedures. For each ordered pair of integers

(m,n) it is desired to choose a discrimination procedure A  inm,n

Ji



Ui
such a way that the sequence (A^ is consistent with ^ ( 0^,0^).

When the probability distributions are completely known. Example
2.2 shows that the choices of the sets and to construct A  
depend on

I I(a) the sign of a = ^ »

(b) the value of x =' t ■ .T
a.

«T(a - Osa1A
(c) the arbitrary levels <^£(0,1) and ^£(0,1).
The levels have been fixed. The sample means and variances x̂ ,5ĉ ,

2 2 a.s , and s^ converge in probability to the parameters /4, 07 ,
and , respectively, as m->ee and n-5id© . Thus, the. values of and

A Aa have estimators x^ and a which converge in probability to these para
meters as m-»<o and n-%- co .

Let m and n be arbitrary but fixed positive integers. The sample
Ablocks and their coverages are formed as in Section 3.2. Suppose a > 0. 

Then take Bn to be the interval (x, .,x, ' .I , i.e. the interval de-1 Cr1)5 (r2)J

terained by the r^s^ and r^11̂  order statistics of the first sample sub
ject.to the following conditions:

(d) r_. - r = a.r . - r 2 I

(e) the quantity l(x(r2) “ xÔ  “ x̂0 ” x(r ))| is a minimum.

That is, take B to be the union of the a consecutive sample blocks I - I
for which jx,  ̂ + X ^   ̂ - 2x^| is a minimum. If x ^ N< < Xj, ^ , thisXr2) ' "(Ti) - 0' < "(m):

requires that (x, .,x, .1 be the interval containing x for which(T1) (T2)J 0



the difference of the distances of the end-points from x is a minimum.
Let B be the complement of an interval B = (y, N1 , where B02 2 {r^) J ^

is a set of n - a9 + I sample blocks and y. . and y, . are order
I 3/ ■

statistics which satisfy (e) for the sample y^y^,..,,yn «
The sets B^ and B^ can be used to construct a discrimination pro

cedure as in (2)5 let this procedure be denoted by -A . The sequencem,n
(A ) of discrimination procedures will be shown to be consistent m,n
with AC c^^c^).

If a ? 0, the set defined in Theorem 2.1 (i) is an open in
terval centered at x and having probability <  under P ; let A =0 1 1
(Xi3X2). Since is a univariate normal distribution,.the set A^ 
is unique and characterized by the following properties :■

(f) F1(X2) - F 1(Xi) - ^ 5

(g) =1 + =2
The set Ag is the complement of a closed interval centered at x^ and 
having probability I - p under Pg; let Ag = (-oo5y1) D (y^,^).

This set is unique and Ag is characterized by properties similar to 
(f) and (g).

From Definition 3.2, in order to show the required consistency, 

it must be demonstrated that Pr m n ̂  ^ C1,C2^ converges in pro

bability under both P1 and P^,' It will suffice to show that the end

points of A1 and B1 coincide and that the end-points of A2 and B2



coincide. The former will be shown here, and the latter follows in a 
similar fashion.

Ii 3

Since is a union of a^ sample blocks, it has been shown that P^(B^)
converges in probability to ci as 00.

Set e. = F (x.) and u, = [e _(m + I)] for j = 1,2. Now p{
J -Lj j j eg - e^,

so that cf ( m + I) = e^(m + I) - e^(m + I). Therefore, u^ = a^ + u^ + O) 

for CO = 0 or I* Also, x û  ̂ converges in probability to x^ for j = 1,2.

ASince X^ converges in probability to x^, it can be shown that

X(u2) + xCu1) - iV tx(U2) -  Xo) " (S0 -  xCu1))

converges in probability to zero. But from (e), ■

0 5  K r 2) *  V )  - 2^ol 5 Ix(U2) ^ x(U1) - 2iO J

since u - u converges to a as m-^ea . Therefore, x, + x, \ - 2x 
2 1  I ' 2 '  ' 0

converges in probability to zero5 or, equivalently, x. . + x
V2) I l)

converges in probability to 2x^.
From the above discussion, the properties (f) and (g), and the 

properties of a univariate normal distribution, it follows that x r̂ ^

converges in probability to x ^  for j = 1,2, as was to be shown.

Since a is a consistent estimator for a, the probability of error 

from a difference in sign between a and a converges ,in probability to
A. Although throughout this discussion it was assumed that a > 0,zero



IA
/I Aa similar result can be obtained when a < 0. If a =0, proceed as 

in Example 3.1. For this restricted model a sequence of discrimination 
procedures consistent with ^(c^c^) has been found.

Example 3.3: If no attempt is made to find a discrimination procedure
consistent with an optimal procedure, then procedures with some appeal 
can still be constructed by' the method suggested in this chapter. This 
is so,, for instance, when differences of means are involved»

The type of region used in this example is felt to have some appeal 
for a class of unimodal, bivariate distributions which differ in means.

f 'The data used to illustrate these regions were drawn from two bivariate
(

normal distributions as follows:

P^: N (0,0),I , P,: N((3,0), Il 2
2 9i

Sample sizes were m = n = 81.
It was decided to make A and A eight-sided regions in the plane;1 2 , -

and the following sequence of ordering functions was chosen for 
x = (x^jXg) a general bivariate random variable: ^ ( x )  = x^.

Y 2Cx) = X^, f̂3(X) ■ -x2, Y  (x) - -X1, Y^(x)

xI ™ X2# = "Xi “ V  (x) = "Xi + V

“ xi + X2S a

The sets S„, S ,SI 2 0

defined by these functions and the drawn samples are sketched in 
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A discrimination procedure of approximate size-(.1,.1)
based on samples of size 81 drawn from two bivariate normal 
distributions.

From the drawn samples, nineteen observations from the distribution
P- and fourteen observations from the distribution P are in the set S . t I 2 0



CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY

In Chapter I the discrimination problem for two probability distri
butions was introduced, and the problem was subdivided according to the 
knowledge in hand concerning the distributions«

The subproblem in which both distributions are completely known was 
considered in Chapter II. A discrimination model,' in which the proba
bility of misclassification under each distribution is controlled at 
a given level, was outlined. . Such control on the probabilities of mis
classification made it necessary to include in the sample space a point 
for reserving judgment, i.e. making no classification. The size of a 
discrimination procedure was defined in terms of the probabilities for 
that procedure of misclassification under each distribution. The overall 
probability of no classification for a procedure was defined to be the 
power for discrimination of that procedure. Among all discrimination 
procedures of a given size a procedure was sought which minimized this 
probability, i.e. a procedure which was most powerful for discrimination 
at the given level. If the ratio of the probability density functions 
was a continuous random variable which was defined a .e, A , the discrimi
nation problem under this model was solved in Theorem 2.1. Several 
examples were given to illustrate the concepts of this theorem.

In Chapter III a nonparametric discrimination model was outlined 

using the concepts of size and power as defined in Chapter II. A 
method, based on the theory, of coverages, for constructing discrimi- 

nation procedures whose size approximates a given size for large m and 

n was suggested. A definition of consistency for sequences of discrimi-



; U7
nation procedures' was given and for restricted models a sequence of 
procedures consistent with an optimal procedure was found. The problem 
of finding such a sequence for the nonparametric problem is not determi
nate. When no such sequence is sought, a type of region which has strong 
appeal for unimodal distributions with different means was suggested.
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